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A C°° map germ f : lR",0 —» lR”,0 is Cl-G— determined, 0 S l < 00,
(G = R, C or K) if for each germ g such that j‘g(0) = j‘f(0), g is Cl—G-

equivalent to f.
We give estimates for the degree of Cl-G—determinacy of f, 0 S f <

oo,(G = R,C or K), of weighted homogeneous map-germs satisfying a con-
venient Lojasiewicz condition. Our work extends the results given in [R],
where the first author obtains estimates for the degree of Cl-G-deterrninacy
of homogeneous map-germs.

The question of determining the degree of CO-G-determinacy of f has
been considered by several authors (e.g. [DG], [D], [P]), but those results
do not include the Cl case, 0 < I? < 00. As an application, we use the
degree of Cl-determinacy and the Newton diagram to obtain equisingular
deformations in the Briangon-Speder example.

1 Basic definitons
The basic notation is the same as in [R] or [W].
The groups Cl-G, (G = R, C or K; 0 S I < 00) are defined as the groups

R, C or K, taking diffeomorphisms of class C’, K 2 l, or homeomorphisms,
when I = 0.



The ring of C°° map-germs f : IR",0 —~> lR,0 is denoted by C71 and mn
denotes its maximal ideal.

As in [W], given f : lR",0 —-> lR”,O we denote by I-Rf the ideal of C71

generated by the p X p minors of the jacobean matrix of f, by ]cf the ideal
generated by the coordinate functions of f, and by Inf the ideal Inf + Icf.

Let ch(x) = |f(x)|2, NRf(z) = |df(ac)|2 = EJ- M, where the M]- are
the generators of [Rf and Nxf = an + ch.

We say that ch satisfies a Lojasiewicz condition if there exist constants
c > 0 and a > 0 such that ch(:c) _>_ clxl“.

Proposition 1.1 ([W]) Ngf(:c) satisfies a Lojasiewicz condition if and only
if] isfinitely GAG-determined for any I, 0 S f < 00.

Definition 1.2 f : IR",0 -—+ IR”,0 is weighted homogeneous oftype (r1,r2, . . .,
rn : d1,d2,...,dp) iffor all A 6 IR— {0} and r.-, dj 6 02+:

f(’\rlz17/\72127°~'3’\rnzn) = (Adlfl(z)a’\d2f2(1)i'"7’\dpfp(z)) '

Definition 1.3 The filtration of a monomial 1° = zf’zg‘? .. 1°" with re-. fl ,

spect to afixed (r1,r2,...,rn) isfil(:c°’) = 201,77, i = l,...,n.
The filtration of a germ f in Cu is defined by fil(f) = min fil(z°) where

z" 6 j°°(f ) (the Taylor series of f). This definition can be extended to
On“, the ring of r-parameter families of germs in n-variables, by defining
fil(:z:°tp) = fil(:z:°').

The filtration of a map germ f = (f1,f2,.. . ,f,,) is defined by fil(f) =
(611,112, . . . , dp), where d,- is the filtration of each ff.

2 Estimates for the degree of Ci-determinacy
Definition 2.1 Let (T1,T’2, . . . ,rn;2K) be fixed. We define the standard con-
trol function pK(:c) by pK(:c) = 3:3”1 + at?" + + xi“, where the a,- are
chosen in such a way that the function pK is weighted homogeneous of type
(r1,r2,...,rn;2K).

We observe that pK(z) satisfies a Lojasiewicz condition pK(z) 2 clz|2°
for some constants c and a.



Lemma 1 Let h(:z:) be a weighted homogeneous polynomial of type (r1,. ..,
rn;2K) and h,(x), t 6 [0,1], a weighted homogeneous deformation of h.
Then:

a. There exists a constant cl such that |h,(z)| S clpK(:r).

b. If there exist constants c and a such that |h¢(z)| 2 c|z|°,
then |h,(x)| 2 c2pK(z) for some constant 62.

Proof. Let M = {(y,t) e IR“ x [0,11/ph-(y)=1}-
To prove (a), we first observe that for each pair (m,t) fixed, there is a pair

(y,t) E M, and a real number /\ 74 0, such that (z,t) = (A'1y1,...,/\'"yn,t).
Now, let c] = sup {ht(y) /(y,t) E M}. Then,

MI) = hz(f\y) = Winn!) S /\2"61px(y)= 61mm)-

To prove (b), let C2 = inf{h,(y) such that (y,t) E M}.
From the hypothesis, c2 > 0, hence cng(:c) = chzkph-(y) 5 AQkh,(y) :

h,(x).

Lemma 2 Let p(:c) the standard control of type (r1,...,r,,;2K), r] 5 r? 5
S r,“ ht(I) a deformation ofh such that:

fil(h,)22k+1!r,,+1, te[0,l], (21.
Then the function V(:r) = big)! is differentiable of class C’.

Proof. We will proceed by induction on the class of differentiability.
First we consider 8 = 1.

The gradient of 1/(1) is given by Vu(:c) = 25,175? — %?%3, with
fil(Vp(:c)) 2 2k — r“ and fil(ht(z)) 2 2k — rn +1. Hence fil|(Vp(a:)) - ht(:c)| 2
4k + 1.

Each term of Vu(:r) is of form flffiffitfl, where m(z) is weighted homoge-
neous of type (rl, . . . , r"; 2K) and limzho g(:c) = 0. It follows from Lemma 1

that 1:5} is bounded, hence VV(13) is continuous.
Let us assume by induction that for all u = g with fil(h) 2 2k + (Z —

1)r,, +1, V is of class Cl’l.



Given u = g with fi1(h) z 2k+£rn +1, then Vu(a:) = fig} with fi1(H)2
2k + (I — l)r,, +1, and l/ is of class C‘.

Case 1: G = R.

Proposition 2.2 Let f : lR”,0 —» lR”,0 be a weighted homogeneous polyno-
mial map germ oftype (r1,...,rn;d],...,dp) with r] 5 _<_ rn, d] 5 _<_

dp, satisfying a Lojasiewicz condition. an(x)| 2 c|z|°, for constants c and
0. Then:

(a) Deformations off defined by f,(:c) = f(:c) + t6(:r), G = (91,. . . ,9,,)
with fil(G).-) 2 d; — r] +£rn +1, for all i, f 2 1 andt 6 [0,1] are
CAR-trivial.

(b) Weighted homogeneous deformations f, off of type (r1,...,rn,
d], . . . ,d,,) are Co-R—trivial, for small t.

We observe that for each p x p minor M; of df, there is an s] such that
M] is weighted homogeneous of type (r1,...,rn;31).

Let Nif be defined by Nfzf = 2] M12”, where a] = I'C‘T' ” . Then,
N7“; f is a weighted homogeneous control function of type (rl, . .

.I, rn; 2K).
For deformations ft of f, we define the control N13]; by Nift = 2, M31”,

where M“ are the p x p minors of J!” and the cu are the same as above.
If f, is weighted homogeneous of same type than f, then Nfift is weighted
homogeneous of type (r1,. . . ,r,,;2K) for all i. If f,(:r) = f(z) + t6(:r) and
fil(G),-) 2 d,-, it follows that fil(N1'zf,) 2 fil(N,'zf).

Lemma 3 There exist constants cl and C2 such that:

CzPK(1’) 5 Nift S ClPK(I) -

Proof. When ft is weighted homogeneous of same type than f, the result
follows from Lemma 1.

If fil(f¢) > fil(f), we write Nift = Nif + tR(z,t) where R(:z:,t) is
polynomial with fil(R(z,t)) > fil(N-,'zf). Then Nfif S Nkft + |R,(z)|, for
0 _<_ t S 1. By Lemma 1, there exists a constant 62 such that: CQPK(I) S
Nizf S Naif: + lRt($)l-

Since fil(R(:c,t)) > fi1(N;z f), it follows that $7551 _. 0 when a: _. 0
(Lemma 2).



Thus c2pk(:c) _<_ Nift.
It is easy to see that there exists a constant cl such that Nif, 5 c1p(:c)

for small t.
Proof of the Proposition 2.2.

(a) Let Mt, apxp minor of J!“ I = (i,,i2,...,ip) C (1,2,...,n). Then,
there exists a vector field W1 associated to M”, such that:

with:(1-2-1) %Mtl = df(W1), Where W1 = 21mg,
1 x

w," = 0; if i¢ I
_ ‘ '{

w“ = §=1Njik (QéiLL
; 1k 6 I and Njgk IS the (p— 1) x (p__ 1) rmnor

cofactor of gt in df. (See [G] or [R] for more details).

Then fil(lfV,~k) = min <fil(NJ-,-k) + fil (23?) ), j: l, . . . ,p, that is:j

fil(w,~k) = d—r1+r,-k —r1+€rn+l

whered=d1+d2+---+dp and 77:7“;1 +r,~,+---+r,-P.
The least possible filtration of w; for i = 1, . . . ,n is fil(w1), and fil(w1) =

d—r+€rn+1,wherer=r1+r2+---+rp.
From (1.2.1), giftiNi-tf, = df¢(WR), where WR = 21M12°1_1w,~. Then

fil(WR) = 2k + [rfl +1.
Let 1/ : IR" x IR, 0 —> IR" x IR,0 be the vector field defined by u(:c) = 177.3:

. By Lemma 2, u is of class C‘. The equation%-t&(:c,t) = (dft)z(x,t)(u(z,t))
implies the Cl—R-triviality of the family ft(z) in a neighbourhood of t = 0.
Since the same argument is true in a neighbourhood oft = t, Vt 6 [0,1], the
proof is complete.

(b) The vector field is constructed as in case (a). Here, fil(WR) Z 2k+r1,
and fil(W&) 2 2k + r,-, where the WE,- are the components of WR. Then, the
vector field 1/(z) = Nit/31,11? is continuous.

Furthermore, u(:c,t) 5 c|:c|, and this condition implies the integrability
of the vector field V - ([K])

Case 2: G = C.



Let N5f = 2le ff”; where fl.» = k/d;, and k = l.e.m.(d,~).
Given a deformation f, of f, ft = f+t9, let Nc'f, = E,- ffi-fi' , where each

[9,- is as above.

Proposition 2.3 Let f : lR",0 ——9 lR”,0 be a weighted homogeneous polyno-
mial map germ oftype (r,,...,rn;d1,...,dp) with r] S S r,“ d] S 5
dp, satisfying a Lojasiewicz condition Nc(f(.1:)) 2 c|x|°, for constants c and
a. Then:

(a) Deformations f, = f + tG off , with fil(@;) 2 (1,0 + Kr” +1, for all
i,t 6 [0,1] and E 2 l are Cl-C-trivial.

(b) Small deformations off , with fil(6,~) = d, +1, i=1,...,p are CO-C-
trivial.

Proof. (a) Cl-C-triviality of the family f, is obtained by constructing C’-

map germs V;, V,- : IR" x lR,0 —> IRP,0; i = l,...,p, Vi -_— (W1,1/,~2,...,V,-P),
with Vij(:r,0) = 5;J(:c) in such a way that: 575? = 2&1 V,-(1:,t)(f¢,-).

p 2fli—l 8]
Since 911 =WHO, we define W;(:c,t) = (Elm—1 (2h)8: 31

Then 231; =WU“) with fil (W;(:c,t)) 2 2k + if” + 1 for all i.
Let V : IR" x R” x IR, 0 -—> R" x IR” x 1R,0 be the vector field defined by:

(0,Vp,0), where Vp(:c,y,t) = f=1%zflyg. As V is of class C‘, the result
follows by integrating V.

Case (b) is analogous to (a).
In order to obtain a better estimate, as in [R] we prove the following

lemma:
Let c be a constant such that Ifh-(:zc)|2 S cp(z), and V and U be neigh-

bourhoods of the region |y| < c,o(:1:)1/2 in IR" x IR” x IR — {0,0,t},

V = {(z,y,t) /|y| 5 c1p(a:)l/2, with c, > c}

and U is chosen in such a way that U C U C V.



Lemma 4 There exists a conic bump function p : IR" x IR” x IR -—> IR such
that: 14an x IR” x IR _ {0,0,” is smooth, and

p(x,y,t) = 1, for all (mm) 6 U
p(z,y,t) = 0, outside ofV
0 S p(x,y,t)51, in V —U

mm = 0, for aIlt

Proof. We define the function p(z,y,~) = h(G),-), with eg = EFF/7 , where for
each i, the set |y¢] 5 Cp($)1/2, is in IR" >< IR” and h : IR ——» IR is the usual
bump function,

h(e)=1 ,if0§€-)§€)1;
h(6)=0 ,if€)262;
0§h(6)51 , if e,<e<ez.

Since Ifhl S cp(z)1/2, for a constant c, we have:

h(<—),-) 51 if nyI s cm)"2
0 5 h(@,-) 51 if cp(z)1/2 s nyl S cums)”2
h(e,-) = 0 if 0pm“? 5 Iyal .

The desired conic bump function is defined by:

p(z, y, t) = p(z, y1)p(z, 1/2) ~ - -p(z, yp)-

Proposition 2.4 Let f : ]R“,0 —» IR”,0 be a weighted homogeneous polyno-
mial map germ oftype (r1,...,r,,;d1,...,dp) with r] _<_ 5 rm d] S _<_

dp, satisfying a Lojasiewicz condition: Nc|f(:c)| _>_ clxl", for constants c and
01. Then:

(a) Deformations f, = f+t® off , with fiI(G),-) 2 dp+trm i = 1,...,p
t 6 [0,1] and! 2 l are C‘-C-trivial.

(b) Small deformations off , with fil(®,~) = dp, i = l,...,p are CO-C-
trivial.

)

Proof. (a) Let V be the vector field defined by V = fi , where W is
defined in a neighbourhood of {0,0,t} in IR" x IR” x R, with Wj(:c,y,t) =
p(a:,y,t)wj(a:,y,t) for i S j S p, and the w_,- are defined as in Proposition
1.3.



We just have to check the class of difierentiability of W_,- = (wj1,.. . , wjp)
”I”. Then, fil(h,~,~) 2 21: + er",where: w]; = p—ffip(z,y,t)yi , and h]; = 9,- t]-

and

Mr) p(r)

Applying Lemmas 4 and 2, we see that each W1; is of class Cl and W is
of class C‘.

As in proposition 2.3, case (b) is analogous to (a).

leil = h" we)“.leil 5

Case 3: G = IC.

Proposition 2.5 Let f : IR",0 -—> IR”,0 be a weighted homogeneous polyno-
mial map germ oftype (r1,...,rn;d1,...,dp) with r] 5 5 r,“ d] _<_ 5
dp, satisfying a Lojasiewicz condition Nxf(:z:)| 2 c|x|°, for constants c and
a. Then:

(a) Deformations f, := f+ tG off , with fil(@,~) 2 d, + firm i = 1,...,p,
t 6 [0,1] and If 2 l are Cl-IC-trivial.

(b) Small deformations off , with fil(9,’) = dp, i = 1,...,p are Co-IC-
trivial.

Proof. Since the group Cl-IC is the semi-direct product of the groups 01-72
and 01-0 , the vector fields are defined as in cases G = R and C, and the
control function Nfo is defined by: N,‘Cf = Nif" + Nc'ffi where a and fl are
constants such that NEf is weighted homogeneous.

As a consequence of the above results, we obtain a general estimate for
the degree of Cl-G-deterrriinacy (G = R, C or K).

Proposition 2.6 Let f : R",0 —> lR”,0 be a weighted homogeneous polyno-
mial map germ oftype (r1,...,rn;d1,...,dp), r] 5 S r,” d] 5 5 d,,
satisfying a Lojasiewicz condition: Naf($)l 2 clxl", for constants c and a.

(a) f is k-Ct-G-determined, where k is the least integer bigger than or equal
to:

(W-z),0<t<oo,



(I?) f is k-CO—G-determined, k = é? )

(c) Small deformations of f, of degree in are CO-G-trivial,

Example 2.7 Let f : IR2 —+ IR2 given by f(:c,y) = (1° -— y”;:cy), with a 2 b

even integers. f is a weighted homogeneous map germ of type (r, s; d,r + s),
where d = “l.c.m.”(a,b) and r = d/a, s = d/b.

Let f, = f + t@,with 9 = (61,92) a deformation of f.
If fil(G)1) = d and fil(@2) = s +r, the family f, is CO-R-trivial for small t.
The family ft is CUR-trivial for any t if fil(®,) Z d — r + £3 + 1 and

fil(®2) 2 (5+ ])s +1.
For any G’ = R, C or 1C, f is k-Cl-G-determined, where k = Mints) if

8 = 0, and k is the least integer bigger than or equal to: (M — 2)
if 2 > 1.

The Briangon-Speder example
Let f(x,y,z) = z5 + y7z + 3:15, f is weighted homogeneous of type

(1,2,3;15).
Briangon and Speder showed in [BS] that the family F(:z:,y,z,t) = 25 +

3173: + x15 + tysz is topologically trivial, but the variety F'1(0) is not equi-
singular along the parameter space.

From Proposition 2.2, it follows that deformations F of f, by terms with
fil 2 15 + 3€,(€ 2 1) are CAR-trivial, hence the hipersurface F"1(O) is
Whitney equisingular along the parameter space.

Since fil(y9) = 18, the family F(z,y, z,t) = z5 + y7z + $15 + ty9 is 01-72-
trivial, hence F'1(0) is Whitney-equisingular along the parameter space. It
is easy to see that the monomials 1:15 and 25 belong to the integral closure of
< a??? >, and then equisingularity of deformations along these directions
follows from Teissier’s condition (c), ([T]). Then if we consider the new fil—

tration (r1,r2,r3) = (3,5,9) associated to the monomjals $15, 3/9 and 25, it
follows from condition (c) that for any deformation F of f by terms with
filtration Z 45, the variety F ‘1(0) is Whitney equisingular at 0.
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